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A big welcome to our newest member - we are so glad to have you with us.
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In the News

Acco Edges to Comparable Growth

Discover the latest insights on ACCO Brands Corporation's performance and the
challenges it faces in achieving comparable growth in the competitive office products
industry. 

Read the full article on iDealerCentral

BSD Clients Move to Varis

Learn more about the transition of BSD clients to VARIS, a new and innovative dealer
management platform. Learn how this move will enhance the customer experience and
streamline operations on iDealerCentral.

Read the full article

Furniture

Fellowes Releases Rising Monitor Arm with Unparalleled
Sophistication

Discover the latest addition to Fellowes' product line - the Rising Monitor Arm - and its
unparalleled sophistication in design and functionality. Read more on how this innovative
monitor arm can enhance your workspace and improve your productivity.

Read the full article on Officing.com

HNI Corporation Ranks Second in Global Office Furniture
Manufacturing

The latest Monday Morning Quarterback report reveals how HNI Corporation has risen
to become the world's second-largest office furniture manufacturer. Learn about the
factors that contributed to their growth.

Read More

Technology

50% Surge in Brother MPS Subscriptions as More Customers
Adopt Services

Find out how Printerbase is charting the increasing demand for Managed Print Services
(MPS) and learn how it's impacting the printing industry. 
 

Read the full article on Computer Weekly's Microscope

LinkedIn Rolls Out New Tools for B2B Marketers and Sellers

Learn about LinkedIn's new relationship intelligence tools designed to enhance B2B
marketing and sales efforts. Discover how these new tools can benefit your business.

Click to read the full article on The Drum

HP Firmware Sparks Uproar by Bricking Non-OEM Inks

HP's firmware update has caused frustration among customers by blocking third-party
ink from some of their printers. Learn more about the controversy surrounding this
issue.

Read the full article on Ars Technica

Advocacy

DC's Real Estate Industry Questions Federal Employee Return

The commercial real estate industry in Washington D.C. is facing uncertainty around
whether federal employees will return to in-person work. Learn more about the
potential impacts on the city's real estate market.

Click to read the full article on Federal News Network

Contractors Await GSA Inspector General Report on Contract
Management

Contractors are eagerly anticipating a report by the GSA inspector general regarding
contract management. Find out more about what the report may entail.

Click to read the full article on Federal News Network

ISSA News

Montgomery County Sheriff’s Office Program

The Montgomery County Sheriff's Office has launched a training and certification
program to prepare incarcerated individuals for jobs in the cleaning industry. Click to
read the full article on ISSA's website and learn more about how the program is making
a positive impact on the community.

Read More

Diversey Acquired by Solenis for $4.6 Billion

Diversey, a leading provider of cleaning and hygiene solutions, has been acquired by
Solenis for $4.6 billion. Read the full article on issa.com and learn more about the
acquisition and what it means for the cleaning industry.

Read More

Smart Business Source

UPS Plans to Expand its RFID Initiative to its Entire US
Network in 2023

UPS expands its RFID-enabled "smart package" initiative, which provides real-time
visibility into package movements and deliveries. The program will be available in 100
additional markets across the US, Europe, and Asia-Pacific by the end of 2023.

Read Article

Cathie Wood predicts Amazon to have more robots than
humans by 2030

According to Cathie Wood, founder of Ark Invest, Amazon may have more robots than
humans in its workforce by 2030. She believes this shift towards automation will
significantly increase productivity and efficiency in the company's operations.

Read More

Missouri Sees Wave of Distribution Center Openings

New distribution centers are opening in Missouri for retail companies URBN and
Chewy, which will increase their capacity for fast delivery. The new locations are
expected to create more job opportunities and reduce shipping time for customers in
the area.
  

Read More
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